Largest electrical contractor reduces TCO and gains efficiency by leveraging Nsight Oracle services to implement an end to end Document Management Solution.

Background
One of the US’s largest private electrical contractor company requires an automated solution to recognize the document packet in specific formats and then push data and documents into respective categories with less human intervention in a cost effective manner.

Client Pain Points

- New employee data needs to be processed with less effort, without any human errors.
- A Customized automated solution to recognize the document packets in PDF.
- Push data and documents into their respective categories with minimal human intervention.

Solution Offered

- Nsight with expertise and knowledge on Oracle® WebCenter Imaging, Capture and Forms Recognition technologies, comes with an innovative middleware solution to process the PDF forms and load to the Content Management System.
- Nsight was involved in all phases of the project which included Business process and Solution design, Solution development Testing through a successful go-live and provided post-production support.

Business Benefits

- Fast-paced Development to meet the customer business requirements and demands without compromising quality of solution.
- Integrated with Custom Document Management System.
  - Workflow for end-to-end management of Document packet.
- Cost effective solution helping in achieving Improved Customer Service in-turn increasing Market Share and Margins.
- Custom automated solution to reduce the Cost and time involved in manual work.